Volvo etm repair

June 28, by: Alexandra M. So, if your Petrol Volvo has rough idle, goes into limp mode, have
strange throttle behavior, it should be suffering from the ETM issue. This may work if your ETM
is not yet damaged on the internal contacts â€” Source a new one from a Volvo dealer. In any of
this cases, you will need to remove and install the ETM from the car. In order to remove the
ETM, you should do as follows:. Disconnect the negative battery cable 2. Removing the intake
charge air pipe that goes above the engine 3. Remove the dipstick and dipstick tube 4. Remove
the inlet pipe to the air filter housing. Follow the ETM cable route, disconnect it and let it loose.
Remove the 4 screws for the ETM 8. The ETM will now be loose, carefully remove if from behinf
the inlet manifold. To install, proceed in the reverse order. Your email address will not be
published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. What
is the car brand treated in this site? Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website
to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any
cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used
specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are
termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. In order to remove the ETM, you should do as follows: 1. The
instructions in this tutorial will work in the following model years: â€” , , Volvo S60 â€” , , , ,
Volvo S80 â€” , , , , Volvo V70 â€” , Volvo XC70 â€” , , Volvo S70 â€” , , , , Volvo C70 â€” Volvo
XC Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Just another
WordPress Theme by Themekraft. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Read More. Close Privacy
Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the
website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser
as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use
third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These
cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to
opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. There were eight model
years affected by this issue, from to The problem crops up anywhere between 16, and , miles,
and at an average odometer reading of , on engines that include 2. The most common way for
drivers to learn they have an issue with their Volvo ETM is when the check engine light comes
on. Diagnosis and testing typically turns up a code that might include p or p I had my Volvo
XC90 , diesel 2. The messgae comes and disappears hence it is an intermittent issue. But
sometimes it fails to pick up at roundabouts which could cause an accident. I think Kwik fit has
done something which has caused this problem. Please could someone help. I have a S60 T5
and I am having cruise control issues. What is happening is that sometimes when I start my car
and need to activate the cruise control it works perfectly fine, and then there are times that the
cruise light will not come on when I engage the steering wheel switch? What I tried today was
when the cruse did not engage I stopped the car, turned off the ignition and restarted the car the
cruise worked fine, but this condition is getting worse. I think this is a sign that my cruise
control system is failing. Does anyone have any ideas how to correct or fix this problem? Save
my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Volvo ETM. Codes: to
Volvos. Codes: s Volvos. Volvo Air Conditioning. Volvo Fuel Economy. Volvo Transmissions
Guide. Volvo Four-C Suspension. Volvo paint codes. Volvo Parts Online. Volvo VIN Search.
Volvo Platforms. P2 Platform. SPA Platform. CMA Platform. Actual Tools. Your Forum Posts.
Volvo Classifieds. V90 Cross Country. XC90 S40 and V Using MVS. MVS Contributors. How to
Register for the Volvo Forum. What to Do After Registration. How to Post a Photo. New Here?
Need Help? The History of MVS. Advertise on MVS. Contact Matthew. Give Back to MVS. MVS
Philosophy. Making Your Volvo Faster. Volvo History. How the Series Saved Volvo. History of
the Volvo 5 Cylinder. Care by Volvo? Volvos with CarPlay Start here. There are Volvo forum
users online now. See the forum's active topics. Say hi contact Matthew. Related Posts. Go to
mobile version. Before , Volvo used a good old mechanical set of parts to control the throttle.
These are high-profile forum posts and other bits about this module. XeMODeX is no longer a
retail business, so contact them to find a retailer near you who sells their products. This ETM
webb talk all makes sense! On occasions if you let car sit several hours and it will start and all
is all fine! I tried to stop and starting and still remain in sleep Mode! Will let you know about my
results! Yo deseo asesoramiento tengo un volvo S80 2. Bought a v70t, had all the symptoms of
etm. On the air filter housing it had TBA ok and a date painted on it. Wasnt gonna pay the we
paid on my wifes c70 when it went bad, so i visited a local pull-a-part. Installed and allowed the
car to sit 10 min, switch on, to learn zero position. Car runs fine now. Hi to all â€” I work for a
Diplomatic mission here in Brazil and we have a Volvo XC90 year but we just start driving it on

March that was the date when the car was delivered here. Does anybody could send me a store
in the U. A where it costs less.???? Thank you very much. I purchased an after market
contact-less unit, this is a S70 T5, installed as directed by the seller on e-bay. NOW, the car is
misfiring, running extremely rough idle, below , trying to go into limp home mode, will reset if
you turn the key off while coasting, no cruise control, at a total loss here with what happened
with the car. Have just bought a second hand ETM for my v The problem has got worse over
about three years. First the car would stall when you come to a T Junction but start immediately
and continue most of the time with no further problems and drive ok for several days or months.
On Friday 23rd August, it cut out 27 times in 6 miles. Suggestions please. Here is where I found
it.. Go to ebay and type in: bba-reman volvo etm remanufacturing. I just purchased a used cv I
ve only had this vehicle for 3 months now. My question is. They did gear box and programing
but still. Is it the gear box electronic device? Hi, ETM problem?? First Volvo so very
disappointing. There is only 49,km Low! As to problem from sensor, you just need to replace
new TPS sensor. It is a white-label unit, never replaced by Volvo or anyone else. Not into limp
home mode yet. Please understand that the programming issue is the heart of my concerns.
Some sellers say none required, but then admit that they get their info from the various Volvo
Forums. Looking to find the truth and obtain the cheapest repair. Volvo S60, , ,km. Our 2nd
Volvo ETM was dying. We only get about 50, mi. Part arrived when promised. Part was
pre-programed so all my mechanic had to do was bolt it to the engine and plug it into the
electrical harnass. Total labor, incl. My mechanic was very impressed. This should be the end of
the crappy Volvo ETM problems. There is checkup chart and video how to do your self.
Personaly delivered my module and got new-rebuild,one day job done. I start the car next
morning so I slept well and runs as sowing machine. I have a volvo c70 conv. I am bringing it to
germaine volvo naples florida on17 dec 12 for elec. Will inform readers of results. Xemodex is
the way to go. The whole affair which after having my heart broken by volvo was completely
stressless. The hefty price tag is the only downside to the whole affair. I got the part the next am
and it was configured by xemodex using my vin. I simply put the new part in and drove away.
Not a problem since. Car runs great again. I have a S80 2. Any ideas?? As my car is over 10 yrs
old it is beyond the 10 recall extension Volvo gave I assume I am S. Sad because my mileage is
less then K. Any advice? Oh by the way I am self employed as a Real Estate agent in St.
Petersburg, FL. Anyone want to buy a house or condo from me so that I can fix my car? LOL
Any advice is appreciated. Multiple failure with the volvo ETC. No consideration to their loyal
clients. No more loyalty to Volvo. I think its digraceful and ignorant for volvo not to put things
right ,perhaps there earning too much money ,putting there probem right,,,errrrrr wont be
buying another one. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I
comment. Volvo ETM. Codes: to Volvos. Codes: s Volvos. Volvo Air Conditioning. Volvo Fuel
Economy. Volvo Transmissions Guide. Volvo Four-C Suspension. Volvo paint codes. Volvo
Parts Online. Volvo VIN Search. Volvo Platforms. P2 Platform. SPA Platform. CMA Platform.
Actual Tools. Your Forum Posts. Volvo Classifieds. V90 Cross Country. XC90 S40 and V Using
MVS. MVS Contributors. How to Register for the Volvo Forum. What to Do After Registration.
How to Post a Photo. New Here? Need Help? The History of MVS. Advertise on MVS. Contact
Matthew. Give Back to MVS. MVS Philosophy. Making Your Volvo Faster. Volvo History. How the
Series Saved Volvo. History of the Volvo 5 Cylinder. Care by Volvo? Volvos with CarPlay Start
here. There are Volvo forum users online now. See the forum's active topics. Say hi contact
Matthew. Kind regard Disappointed, Pete Dixon. I wonder if this company can provide the
service to Europe, too? Thank you. Thanks, Sixvolvos. Don Cramer. I want an electronic throttal
to volvo s Go to mobile version. This is a Repair Service of your existing module. You will need
to remove and send your module to us for repair using the shipping labels provided to you.
After processing your order, we will email shipping labels and shipping instructions. We have
several genuine MAF sensors available. No software reload or calibration is required after
installation. Quick Turnaround: Your module will be tested, repaired, tested again, and sent
back to you in the same day unless otherwise noted. Each of the two sensors sends its own
throttle angle position to the ETM the closer the angles are to each other the quicker the throttle
response will be. This is why we program each sensor on the actual ETM ensuring that the
maximum deviation between the two sensors is less than 1. Brand New Stainless Steel
Bearings: Steel bearings upgraded to stainless steel to better withstand corrosion. Rebuilt
Magnet Assembly: The magnets inside the DC motor are completely overhauled and sealed to
prevent moisture penetration and subsequent corrosion. Brand New Oil Rings: Brand new oil
rings on the main shaft and the end caps. Brand New Inspection Cover: Brand new custom
manufactured aluminum inspection cover. Please see here for more information. Step 1:
Purchase our repair service online or over the phone. Step 2: After processing your order, we
will email you pre-paid shipping labels. Step 4: We will inspect and repair your old module. Step

5: We will send you back the repaired module the same day unless otherwise stated. Step 6:
You install the unit back into your vehicle. For more detailed instructions, please see here. I
found a used ETM online. Can I simply swap it into my vehicle? Incorrect software will lead to
high idle which can damage the engine over time. What goes wrong inside the unit? The photo
on the top illustrates potentiometer strips which have been removed from a failed throttle body
unit. In this case, both carbon rungs are worn right through. In this mode you will experience
poor engine performance, poor throttle response and the car will not exceed 40MPH. Each ETM
contains two separate potentiometers located on either side of the throttle shaft in the plastic
end caps. These potentiometers are manufactured on cellulose acetate substrate similar to
camera film as it is malleable and easily formed into a circle. The two thin carbon layers are then
sprayed on this base creating resistive tracks. Metal wipers travel across these tracks
according to the gas pedal position input. As a result, the wiper scrapes off the carbon run right
down to the substrate, creating an open circuit that causes the ETM to switch to limp-home
mode. Over the years, the manufacturer tried to correct this problem with wider and thicker runs
as well as softer metal wipers. ETM throttles with these modifications were marked with a yellow
label instead of the original white. However, since that sensor has to be rolled into a perfect
circle there are limits to how thick the carbon can be, otherwise, it will simply crack. Necessary
cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only
includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These
cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly
necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are
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termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. What you need to know please read before ordering This is a
Repair Service of your existing module. Reference Numbers Add to Compare. PKG Reload
Required? This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best experience on our website.
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functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary.
Non-necessary Non-necessary.

